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COUPLE TOGETHER

LEANING OUT SPOUSE ALONE

1. Informal chatting

2. Prayer (if appropriate) 

3. Their goals: “Could you each say what you hope will come out of our  
conversation today? What do you hope will happen here? Either of you can start.”

4. Explain the process for this session: together, then each separately,  
and back together.

5. Divorce narrative: “What has happened to your marriage that has gotten you to the 
point where divorce is a possibility?” Each responds separately; pastor mainly listens.

6. Repair narrative: “What have you done to try to solve your problems and keep from 
getting to this point? This may be what you’ve done individually, as a couple, or with 
outside help.” Take note of lack of effective help in the past, or help not accessed well.

7. Children’s question: “What role, if any, do your children play in your decision making 
about the future of your marriage?”

8. Best of times: “What was the best of times since you first became a couple, a time 
when you felt the most joy and connection?”

9. Describe three paths that will be the focus of the rest of the session:  
path one: the marriage as it has been; path two: separation/divorce;  
path three: six month of work on reconciliation with divorce off the table.

1. Empathy for the person’s distress.

2. Focus on the three paths, not the recounting of the marital problems—in other words, 
the future, not the past.

3. Limits of prior repair efforts.

4. Offer resources as appropriate.
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5. Ask which path the spouse is leaning towards now. Accept whatever they say.  
If not embracing path three marriage therapy, raise possibility of additional 
Discernment Counseling from a therapist.

LEANING IN SPOUSE ALONE

COUPLE TOGETHER

1. Empathy for the person’s distress.

2. Confirm commitment to path three reconciliation effort.

3. Emphasize self-responsibility: the leaning-in spouse has to focus on bringing  
their best self to the crisis, focusing on self-care and not obsessing about the  
other spouse, hearing the spouse’s concerns, neither pursuing nor distancing, and 
being willing to look at aspects of self that need changing.

4. Coach on what to say to the spouse at the end.

5. Offer other resources as appropriate.

1. Where each is on the three paths

2. Next steps: referral, follow up contact

3. Offering congregational and other resources

4. Prayer (as appropriate)
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MOVING FASTER

You do everything your DC training teaches about focusing the individual time,  
and you have to be even more disciplined.

 With the LO spouse:

• Hear enough of the pain to be able validate why path two divorce  
is on the table

• Don’t allow long stories unless a story is about the  
critical incident in the history of the marriage

• Put the path options on the table with the first seven minutes,  
and say that’s what we focus on in DC

• Frame the multiple problems as agenda items for path three  
if they choose the therapy path

• Offer a systemic understanding of their problems

• In the first conversation, broach the question of the LO’s contributions, 
and then increase that focus thereafters. Having a personal agenda for 
change gives them things to work on in path three instead of just hoping 
for spouse to change.

• If someone is long winded, feel free to mention the time limitations of 
your conversation (but don’t apologize for not having enough time). 

 With the LI spouse:

• Within five minutes of listening to the LI spouse, clarify their desire to  
preserve the marriage and pursue path three.

• Keep a strong focus on three things: how they are hearing the pain of  
LO spouse, how they are seeing their part in the problems, and how they  
are handling themselves constructively during this time on the brink.

• If they talk about additional problems they think need fixing, listen,  
frame them systemically, and say that those can be focus on path three— 
but are not something for them to bring up to the LO spouse during DC. 
(However, these issues are useful for the discernment counselor to see the  
LO spouse’s contributions to the problems.

• You may want to shorten the time with the LI spouse when that person is 
“getting” their role in the DC process, and give more time to the LO spouse. 
Explain this to the LI; they are usually glad to cede time if they hope for a path 
three decision.
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 Sample Lines to Focus Individual Conversations:

LO spouse in first session:

“I think I get the essence of your story and how that’s an example of something 
you’ve struggled with for years. I’m sure you could say more about it.  
For now, I think I am understanding why you’re seriously thinking about ending  
your marriage. In discernment counseling terms, that’s path two. To use our  
time well, would it be okay if we talk about the other paths and how think about 
them right now?”

LI spouse in first session: (when you are giving them less than equal time)

[After asking him a general opening question about how he is feeling at the 
moment] “I used more time just now with Sarah because as we started the  
session I had the sense that you are clear on a direction for the marriage:  
that you want to work to preserve it. Am I right about that?”


